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Three Flavors of Radiative Feedbacks I

Pattern effect and feedback temperature dependence render feedbacks non-constant – how should we define and calculate them?

•The definitions represent different properties of how the climate system responds to forcing. They are not right or wrong but are
often compared as if they represented the same thing.

•Methods to estimate climate sensitivity use different definitions and this reflects in the estimate. Different feedback definitions can
result in ECS differences of several degrees (see figures on the right). This is published in Rugenstein and Armour 2021, GRL.

•Defining the pattern effect as ∆λ = λreference − λperiod of interest potentially attributes a difference between feedback definitions
to the pattern effect. We didn’t discuss this in the paper! Thoughts welcome. I suggest λreference = λhomogeneous = Cess instead of
λreference = λ4xCO2 150yr.

Senior and Mitchell 2000’s contradicts the Green’s function’s perspective

Senior and Mitchell 2000 propose the pattern effect is mostly due to local lapse-rate-caused-cloud-feedback changes in the Southern
Ocean region. SST-TOA Green’s functions make the Southern Ocean seem having a very weak local response, compared to the
Tropics. Were Senior and Mitchell 2000 wrong (flux adjusted model, ancient cloud parameterizations, ...?)? Does the Green’s
function approach by construction miss local Southern Ocean feedbacks? Hypothesis: The spatial cross-terms are relevant and the
GF underestimates important local feedbacks. The Senior and Mitchell process needs a warmer free tropospheric temperature as
well as an initially relatively cool Southern Ocean, which slowly warms up.

Three Flavors of Radiative Feedbacks II

Figure 1:(left) ECS estimation methods using different feedback definitions result in different estimates, especially if the overall sensitivity is high. (right)
Values of different feedback definitions and their ECS estimate through time.


